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Abstract
1. The role of specialist small mustelid predators in driving the population dynamics of small
mammal species has been extensively studied, with research predominantly focusing on small
Microtus voles as prey species. Comparatively less work has been conducted on how these
predators impact the larger microtine rodent the water vole (Arvicola amphibius) which, in
upland Scotland, exists as a metapopulation; undergoing frequent extinction and recolonization events. Small-scale spatially correlated extinctions have been observed, and at a
scale that is consistent with patterns of small mustelid predation. Despite this, investigations
into these potentially related processes have not been carried out.
2. The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of the native small mustelid the
common weasel (Mustela nivalis) in causing the spatially correlated extinctions in an upland
Scottish A. amphibius metapopulation. It was explored whether patterns of local extinction in
A. amphibius could be predicted by evidence of occurrence of M. nivalis. Additionally, the
temporal scale over which M. nivalis was perceived to cause extinctions of A. amphibius
populations was investigated.
3. Detection histories of A. amphibius and M. nivalis from camera-trap images and parameter
estimates from multi-season occupancy models (which account for imperfect detection) were
used to explore the effect of weasel detections on water vole extinction probability. This was
investigated at the local patch level and the neighbourhood level (circa 0.89km) and effects of
other important covariates such as patch size and connectivity were considered.
4. Weasel presence in the neighbourhood of a patch one month previously explained some
variation in A. amphibius extinction probability, as well as season, patch size and A.
amphibius abundance. However, the confidence intervals were consistently large. There was
little evidence for an extinction effect of M. nivalis presence at the patch level, though this
could be due to the low detectability of weasels.
5. This study provided only minimal support for the hypothesis that M. nivalis predation is
causing the small-scale spatially correlated extinctions in Scottish upland water vole
populations. More extensive research is required as, given the current status of A. amphibius
in the UK, it is important to fully understand these patterns of population extinction.
Key-words: Arvicola amphibius, camera trap, extinction, metapopulation, multi-season
occupancy models, Mustela nivalis, predation, water vole.
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Introduction
The role of predation in driving small mammal population dynamics has been extensively
studied and is subject to much debate. Theory suggests that the impact of predators depends
on how closely predator populations are coupled with that of their prey and on the mobility of
these predators [1-2]. Generalist predators such as foxes (Vulpes vulpes) and martens (Martes
martes) have a broad diet and are thought to stabilise small mammal populations through

density dependent prey switching [1-3]. Similarly, nomadic avian predators (e.g. kestrels
(Falco tinnunculus)) also have a stabilising effect, but by tracking prey populations over large
distances and only aggregating where they are abundant [4-6]. In contrast, specialist predators
with a comparatively low mobility (e.g. small mustelids) have a destabilising effect on small
mammals, with the potential for causing steep declines in their populations [3]. Predators such
as the common weasel (Mustela nivalis) are highly adapted to hunt small rodents [7] and are
therefore less able to switch to alternative prey when small mammal populations decline [23]. The lower mobility of these predators also means that they cannot move to areas of greater
prey density as would nomadic avian specialists during reduced prey availability [8].
Consequently, these predators drive rodent populations down to very low densities and, due to
the high dependency of small mustelids on their prey, their populations also follow [2]. This
tight coupling between specialist predators and their prey forms the basis of the Specialist
Predator Hypothesis (SPH), which states that that mammalian specialists (in particular small
mustelids) are responsible for driving the small rodent population cycles in Northern Europe
[3]. The actuality of the SPH is disputed in some natural systems, however there are also
numerous studies that support this theory [9-12].
The predominant evidence for the SPH and the de-stabilizing impact of small mustelid
predators comes from Fennoscandia, where vole population dynamics follow a strong
geographical gradient [1]. The amplitude and frequency of small mammal population cycles
varies with latitude, thought to be a result of the varying assemblages of predators present [3].
In the North, where generalist predators are sparse, interactions with specialist mustelid
predators cause regular multiannual vole cycles of a high amplitude [1]. Further South, these
population dynamics stabilise, and cycles become less oscillatory due to the greater
abundance of generalist predators [4]. These findings clearly support the SPH in Northern
Europe; however, in central and Western Europe, research indicates that mustelid predators
such as M. nivalis track rather than cause small mammal cycles [13-16]. Evidence of this
comes from the United Kingdom [8], Poland [16] and Spain [15] where the high mobility of
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small mustelids allows them to access asynchronous populations of prey. As a result, small
mammal populations are not driven down to low densities through predation and mustelid
predators avoid starvation in a manner similar to prey-switching [8]. Additionally, intraguild
predation is thought to have an effect on these predator-prey dynamics. Avian and larger
mammalian predators are known to feed on specialist mustelids due to their smaller size [1617] and this top-down pressure is hypothesised to limit the impact of these “bite-sized”
predators on their prey [3].
This extensive work on small mustelid predation has predominantly focused on the dynamics
of small Microtus prey species. However, comparatively less research has been conducted on
how native mustelid predators impact the population dynamics of the larger microtine rodent,
the water vole (Arvicola amphibius). A very different relationship is expected to occur
between small mustelids and larger rodent prey, and this is due to the greater energy gain and
potentially reduced hunting time of the predator. For small mustelids, a decreased hunting
time would be particularly beneficial, not only due to the greater net energy gain, but also
because there is less exposure to other predators [18]. In spite of this, larger prey generally
occur at lower population densities and, in Scotland, A. amphibius is known to be sparsely
distributed across the landscape [19-22]. This could negate any benefits to small mustelids of
consuming this larger prey, though this depends on the predator’s mobility and the scale over
which they respond to changes in prey density. If native mustelids predate on A. amphibius
populations over a larger spatial scale (as observed elsewhere in the UK with smaller rodent
prey species), it could be that they persist through accessing different water vole populations
at the landscape level. Contrastingly, small mustelids may deplete A. amphibius populations at
the local scale (as with prey in Northern Europe), however, interactions between these
predators and A. amphibius remain largely understudied [23].
Arvicola amphibius is a substantial microtine rodent weighing up to 300g and, as its name
suggests, it has an amphibious nature [22]. Though it is widespread throughout Europe and is
classified as ‘Least Concern’ by the IUCN [24], UK populations decreased by 98.7% between
1939 and 1998 [25-26]. Presently, A. amphibius remains a significant conservation concern
and is Britain’s fastest declining mammal [27-28].The primary reasons for its decline include
habitat destruction and predation by the invasive American mink (Neovison vison) [29]; a
highly adaptable semi-aquatic mustelid, capable of entering the bankside burrows of A.
amphibius [25, 30]. There is no natural defence of A. amphibius against N. vison, [31], and
the resulting predation has caused catastrophic water vole declines [19, 32]. Local extinctions
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have been widespread, spatially correlated and are ultimately leading to increased population
fragmentation and regional extinctions of A. amphibius [29]. Given the current precarious
status of A .amphibius in the UK, it can be argued that also assessing the impact of native
predators on these rodents is an important area of study [33].
Across its’ range in the UK, A. amphibius occupies a variety of habitats from upland
moorland to low-lying farmland [22]. However, within these habitats, the species is restricted
to narrow slow-moving watercourses; preferring those that are heavily vegetated and have
soft banks suitable for burrowing [20, 34]. Furthermore, A. amphibius in the UK exists as
small discrete colonies comprising of a few individuals and each colony occupies an
individual habitat patch [29, 35]. The species is therefore considered to conform to a
metapopulation structure which can also be viewed as a “population of populations” [29]. The
basic theory behind the principle of metapopulations is that, although each local population
has a high risk of extinction, regional persistence is achieved through the processes of
dispersal and re-colonization [20]. Water voles are one of the few mammals which conform to
this metapopulation structure [21], and each colony has a limited lifespan. Populations are
naturally fragmented, and this is the case even in the absence of N. vison [34]. For example,
such populations exist in upland Scotland, where patchily distributed A. amphibius colonies
are separated by uninhabitable heather moorland [36]. Here, as metapopulation theory
suggests, population turnover is high, but colonies persist through dispersal and
recolonization. Therefore, despite local extinction being a regular occurrence and overall
patch occupancy being low, regional populations persist through the species high dispersal
ability [34].
The metapopulation dynamics of Scottish upland water voles have been subject to much
study. As these populations exist beyond the mink invasion front, they are of great importance
to the preservation of A. amphibius in the UK, acting as conservation reference points [34].
An understanding of their patterns of dispersal, colonization and extinction is vital, and this
has been well described by Sutherland et al. (2012). Water vole populations are characterised
by large-scale dispersal and small-scale spatially correlated extinctions. Local extinctions are
related to smaller adult population size and colonization is a function of juvenile dispersal and
increased connectivity to other occupied patches (connectivity being based on distance to
other patches weighted by their size). The scale of correlated extinctions is observed to be
0.89km, whereas estimates for colonization are much larger at 12.40 km. The differing scales
of these metapopulation processes is thought to be what enables regional A. amphibius
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populations to persist and, further, provides evidence of a “rescue effect” [36]. Dispersing
individuals from surrounding habitat patches decrease the probability of local extinction and,
if colonies are particularly reduced, their size is boosted by even a small number of
immigrants [22, 36]. Thus, it can be said that upland Scottish water voles conform to an areaisolation paradigm, whereby patterns of extinction and colonisation can be related to
population size and connectivity [36, 37].
Additionally, Sutherland et al. (2012) states that the spatially correlated extinctions occurring
in A. amphibius metapopulations in upland Scotland could be connected to patterns of
predation by small native mustelids [36]. Predators of small mammals operate over larger
scales than their prey, leading to spatially correlated extinctions [38]. This has been observed
in lowland A. amphibius populations exposed to N. vison [29]. Furthermore, the scale of
correlated extinctions reported by Sutherland et al. (2012) is strikingly similar to patterns of
small mustelid predation suggested by Clinchy et al. (2002) in Brodie, California. In this
study, correlated extinctions and patterns of patch occupancy in a metapopulation of pikas
(Ochotona princeps), a similar-sized small mammal to A. amphibius, was well described by
patterns of predation by native mustelids (M. nivalis or Mustela erminea) [36, 38]. However,
despite these indicative findings, the role of small mustelids such as M. nivalis in causing
local population extinctions in Scottish A. amphibius metapopulations has not been
investigated.
The common weasel (M. nivalis) is a minute active predator that specialises in hunting small
mammals. It is a highly efficient and opportunistic predator, known to kill and cache large
surpluses of prey [7]. Where prey is scarce, it has been recorded to range over large distances
[39-42]. Despite its preference in hunting small Microtus voles [7], it has also been observed
to predate on A. amphibius, despite the rodent’s greater size [43-46]. This is known to occur
in the study area of the present report and direct evidence comes from camera trap images
(Figure 1). Given the energetic and survival benefits of consuming larger prey [29], the large
dispersal capabilities of M. nivalis, and the very low biomass of alternative prey in the present
study system [22]; it is reasonable to assume that predation by M. nivalis is an important
source of A. amphibius mortality in upland Scotland.
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the role of M. nivalis predation in causing
the observed small-scale spatially correlated extinctions in upland Scottish A. amphibius
metapopulations. Using capture history data from camera-trapping and parameter estimates
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from multi-season occupancy models, it will be explored if detections of M. nivalis can
effectively predict extinction probabilities of A. amphibius. These investigations will be
carried out at both the local patch level and the neighbourhood level, with the latter being
defined as a group of habitat patches within dispersal distance of each other (in the context of
M. nivalis). Additionally, the temporal scale over which M. nivalis is observed to cause
apparent extinctions of A. amphibius populations will be investigated. The effects of other
important factors such as patch size and connectivity shall be included in the models and
detection probabilities for the focal species will also be produced. Hence, the influence of
imperfect detection (which is inevitable in most wildlife surveying techniques) shall be
accounted for in the modelling process; allowing for unbiased estimates of occupancy,
colonization and extinction. In anticipation of the results, the following hypothesis are
proposed:
1) At the local patch level, greater estimates of A. amphibius extinction probability will be
related to a greater number of M. nivalis detections in the camera traps. Depending on the rate
at which weasels successfully catch all voles within a local population, extinction
probabilities will be best explained by weasel detections at either 1 month, 2 months or 3
months previous to an apparent extinction event.
2) Local extinction probabilities of A. amphibius will be related to occurrence of M. nivalis
at the neighbourhood level, encompassing several patches/local populations. Greater
estimates of extinction will be produced when weasels are detected in surrounding habitat
patches, within a distance of 0.89km. Thus, probability of patch extinction will be greater
with increased connectivity to other patches with weasel presences and will be spatially
correlated.
3) These effects will be additional to those of decreased patch size, smaller population size
and decreased connectivity which are known to increase extinction probability of A.
amphibius populations.
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Figure 1: Camera trap image of M. nivalis predating on A. amphibius in the Allt
Sgiathaig region of the Assynt study area. Photo was taken in autumn 2018.

Methods
Study System and Site Surveys
The water vole metapopulation under consideration is located in the Assynt area of NorthWest Scotland (Figure 2). It is studied within a 140km² upland area of heather-dominated
habitat and is patchily distributed across suitably vegetated riparian stretches (patches,
hereafter). These patches (Figure 3) contain grass and sedge species and slow-moving water
and are separated by uninhabitable fast-flowing waterways, characterised by stony or heathercovered banks. The entire network of water is 860km and, of this, only around 8% is
inhabited by water voles (average patch length = 0.71 km, range = 0.10–2.50 km) [47].
From 1999 to 2019, known water vole habitat patches (initially identified by an extensive
survey in 1998) have been visited every summer (July-August) during the water vole breeding
season [34, 47]. Patches are surveyed for signs of water vole presence and each patch is
classified as either occupied or unoccupied. Water vole signs include burrow entrances
(Figure 4), feeding signs (vegetation clippings) and piles of droppings known as latrines
(Figure 5); however only the presence of a latrine adequately confirms water vole occupancy
(other signs can be confused with those of Microtus agrestis).
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Figure 2: Map indicating the location of the Assynt study area in relation to the rest of Scotland.
Rectangles represent the four survey blocks within Assynt which are annually searched for signs
of A. amphibius. Figure adapted from Aars et al (2001).

Figure 4: Burrow entrances of A. amphibius.
Burrows are 4-8cm wide and are usually found
within 2 meters of the river bank. Pencil shows
scale. Photo taken during 2019 survey season.

Figure 3: Example of a suitable water vole
habitat patch in the Assynt study area. Photo
taken during the 2019 survey season.

Figure 5: A water vole latrine. Coin
included for scale. Photo taken during
2019 survey season.
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In the 2019 field season, 116 patches were surveyed for signs of water voles. This number has
increased from 84 patches since surveys began in 1998 [47], with additional sites being
identified. All patches are surveyed at least three times during a survey season, however in
many years (including 2019) most patches were visited on four occasions. These multiple site
visits increase confidence in the occupancy status of habitat patches and, where possible,
patches are also surveyed by different surveyors on different occasions. This reduces search
bias (i.e. survey effort being informed by prior knowledge).
Once sites had been identified as occupied, live trapping of water voles was carried out to
determine the size and stage structure of the populations at each patch. This was conducted as
described by Sutherland et al. (2014) and uses capture-mark-recapture trapping techniques
(involving PIT tagging) to quantify the number of voles present [47]. Trapping was carried
out over 3-5 days using Elliott traps baited with carrot and potato (Figure 6) and the
probability of a resident vole being captured within this time exceeds 0.95 [36]. Therefore, it
can be assumed that the number of individuals caught during the trapping period is
representative of true colony size. For the present study, trapping data from the 2018 field
season was used as a covariate for A. amphibius population size.
All trapping and handling of water voles was carried out in accordance with Animals
(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and was conducted under licences issued by the UK Home
Office. All traps were checked within 24 hours of being set and any non-target species caught
were immediately released.

Figure 6: Elliot trap used during fieldwork to trap
individuals of A. amphibius. Photo was taken during the
2019 field season.
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Camera Trapping
From the 116 survey sites, a small subset of these (n=30) contained camera traps and these
were located within the Allt Sgiathaig region of the study area (Figure 1). Cameras were
deployed in summer 2017 (with SD cards being replaced every 6 months) and thus, 2 years’
worth of camera trap images were available for this study (July 2017-July 2019). However,
due to damages from flooding and tampering, only images from 27 cameras could be included
in the analysis (images from sites sgi0810, sgi29 and sgi 50 were unavailable).
Within the 30 habitat patches, cameras (Bushnell HD Trophy Cam, Bushnell Outdoor
Products, Overland Park, Missouri, USA) were positioned at the midpoints of areas where
water vole signs had been detected. In the absence of these signs, they were instead placed at
the midpoints of areas of historical water vole activity (J. Drake, pers. comm). Using iron ‘uposts’, camera traps were set approximately 1m above ground to avoid damage by flooding
and knocking over by wind/wildlife (Figure 7). This position also optimized both depth of
field and clarity of images and, to further increase this/prevent image white outs, cameras
were set at low night time LED intensity. Additional camera settings included: normal
detection sensitivity (to reduce false-triggers from surrounding vegetation/wind), three shot
bursts (to increase likelihood of capturing fast moving mammals) and 15-minute time
intervals between bursts (to increase temporal independence of images and save storage space
on SD cards). Using this set-up, an area of 1-2 m² surrounding the camera trap was visible in
each image.

Figure 7: Camera trap positioned in the
centre of a habitat patch in the Allt Sgiathaig
region of the Assynt study area. Photo taken
during the 2019 field season.
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Image analysis
Camera trap images were divided into 2 seasons for subsequent analysis. Season 1 contained
images taken between 10 July 2017-9 July 2018 and season 2 contained images between 10
July 2018-9 July 2019. All images were analysed using the software Digikam v 6.1.0 and the
statistical programme R v 3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2019) [48]. The package CamtrapR v 1.2
(Niedballa et al., 2016) [49] was used to the produce detection histories of the focal species.
Within Digikam, all images were “tagged” through metadata tagging and were identified as
containing a particular species. Many species were detected in the camera traps; however, the
primary interest was in images containing A. amphibius (Figure 8) and M. nivalis (Figure 9).
Environmental conditions such as snow and flooding were also recorded as these could affect
the detection probabilities of animal species. This environmental and species data was stored
within the image information through the applied metadata tags and was subsequently
extracted using CamtrapR. This package could then produce the required detection histories
of A. amphibius and M. nivalis. Additionally, information on periods of camera malfunction
(i.e. if image was blurred, view obstructed, or camera knocked over by deer) was provided to
CamtrapR in the form of a camera operation table. This enabled times of camera malfunction
to be differentiated from times of apparent species absence. Figure 10 shows a camera
operation plot which indicates when cameras at each patch were non-operational.

Figure 8: Camera trap image of a water vole at
habitat patch sgi11, Allt Sgiathaig. Photo was
taken in spring 2019.

Figure 9: Camera trap image of a weasel at
habitat patch sgi17, Allt Sgiathaig. Photo was
taken in spring 2019.
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Figure 10: Camera operational plot indicating times when cameras were non-operational across
both camera-trap seasons for all cameras. Red areas represent times when the cameras were nonoperational, grey areas represent times when the cameras were running normally, and white areas
represent times in which cameras were not yet set up (eleven cameras were not deployed until
season 2).

Occupancy Modelling
Using A. amphibius detection histories, multi-season occupancy models as described by
Mackenzie et al. (2017) [50] were fitted to simultaneously estimate parameter probabilities
for water vole colonization (γ), extinction (ε), initial occupancy (ψ) and detection (p). Such
models were used as they account for imperfect detection of species (p<1). Few animals are
so evident that they are perfectly detected when present (p=1) and failure to account for this
leads to biased estimates of parameter values [51-52]. Camera trap data is particularly prone
to this as individuals may pass by a camera and not be detected, or else not enter the detection
zone and be using some wider area around the camera [53]. The use of occupancy models
improves the reliability of estimates; however careful decisions around camera placement and
length of sampling period (considering the biology of focal species) are needed for correct
inferences to be made [53-56].
In order to maximize detection probability for both weasels and water voles, a trade off was
necessary when deciding the appropriate length of sampling period. Occupancy models
require multiple site surveys to make estimates for detectability and other parameters of
interest [57-59] and therefore, to replicate this, camera-trap detection histories were broken up
into week-long “occasions” (secondary periods). This time period provided the best detection
probability for M. nivalis when compared to shorter occasions (M. nivalis had overall low
detectability) and a relatively high detection probability for A. amphibius (which was fairly
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detectable across all occasion lengths). Week-long occasions were contained within monthlong “seasons” (primary periods) so that each season contained four sampling occasions (total
number of occasions = 105). An assumption of multi-season occupancy models is that the
occupancy status of the focal species does not change within a season, only between seasons
(i.e. assumption of site closure) [50]. Therefore, due to the high turnover rate of water vole
populations and frequent dispersal events [35, 60], a relatively short season length of a month
was selected.
Once appropriate sampling periods had been chosen, occupancy models could then be used to
predict probabilities of A. amphibius occupancy, colonization and extinction for each month.
Water vole detections (1) and non-detections (0) were used as the response variable and
selected covariates as the predictor variables (described below). The possibility that A.
amphibius was imperfectly detected was accounted for by the models, thus true effects of
covariates could not be confounded by variable detection.
Multi-season occupancy models were run in the R package unmarked v 0.12-3 (Fiske &
Chandler, 2011) [61]. Models were constructed using the fitting function colext, which
obtains the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters values. Therefore, models that had
the highest parameter values were those that had the greatest likelihood of producing the
observed data. In unmarked, models have the following structure:
colext (ψ = ~1, γ = ~ 1, ε = ~ 1, p = ~ 1)

(1)

Eq.1 represents the syntax for specifying a null model with all parameters being constant.
Parameter estimates produced from models (along with their associated standard errors) were
back-transformed from the logit-scale to the probability scale. This enabled easier
interpretation of the results and gave an indication of the strength of covariates effects.
Covariates and Associated Hypotheses
Covariates used as predictor variables could be split into three groups: site specific covariates
(which vary by site but are constant over time), time varying covariates (which vary both by
site and with time) and survey specific observation covariates (which affect the detection
probability of A. amphibius). The effects of these covariates on specific model parameters
were explored through the variation in water vole detection histories, setting the beginning of
camera-trap season 2 (i.e. 10 July 2018/occasion 52) as the first primary period for testing
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(data from the previous camera trap season/field year could then be used to explain “current”
patterns of A. amphibius occupancy and detection).
Site specific covariates
Patch size: A covariate for patch size (“size”) was constructed as this is generally considered
important for A. amphibius occupancy, colonization and extinction probabilities. Patch size
(i.e. patch length in metres) can be used as a proxy for A. amphibius population size due to
the general assumption that population size is proportional to patch area [36-37]. Therefore,
under the area-isolation paradigm, decreasing patch size could be expected to increase
extinction probability [36]. Occupancy probability could also be predicted to decline and,
similarly, probability of colonisation could be hypothesised to decrease at smaller patches.
This is because less suitable habitat would be available for immigrating voles and may also be
harder to find in amongst unsuitable heather habitat. Further, smaller patches with less voles
could attract fewer colonisers through conspecific attraction [27].
Measurements of patch size were collected in the field using GPS units. Coordinates for the
start and end of habitat patches were recorded during water vole surveys and from this the
length of habitat patches could be extracted. For this analysis, patch metric data from the 2018
field season was used.
Patch Connectivity: Patch connectivity to other A. amphibius populations (“wv.conx.all”)
was included in models predicting the colonization probability of water voles. Connectivity of
a patch relates to the rate of migration of dispersers into a focal patch from surrounding
habitat patches and is informed by distance to these patches (weighted by their patch size/
population size) [36]. Larger patches are posited to send out more dispersers due to greater
population size, therefore a closer proximity to these patches (greater connectivity) means an
increased colonization probability. Sutherland et al. (2014) used Eq. 2 (where S is
connectivity of patch i at time t) to estimate the dispersal scaling parameter (α) relating to the
dispersal distances of juvenile water voles [47].

(2)
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∗
Here, di, j is Euclidean distance (km) between the patches i and j, 𝑁𝑗,𝑡−1
is the stage specific

abundance of individuals in a neighbouring patch and δ is the population-level per capita
effective dispersal rate. More importantly however, 𝑒 −∝𝑑𝑖,𝑗 describes the dispersal kernel
with the estimated scaling parameter (α). This relates to average juvenile A. amphibius
dispersal distance (d’) such that d’= log(2)/α . Sutherland et al. (2014) found the average
juvenile dispersal distance to be 2.1km, with an associated α value of 0.33. Hence, in the
present study, an α value of 0.33 was used alongside a distance matrix (di, j) of all cameratrapped patches (informed by GPS data, created in R (R Core Team, 2019)) to calculate a
dispersal kernel for each pairwise set of patches. These were then summed for each patch to
give the overall connectivity of each patch (Eq.3) [37]:

𝑆𝑖,𝑡 = ∑𝑗≠𝑖 exp(−𝛼𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑧𝑗,𝑡−𝑥

(3)

The term 𝑧𝑗,𝑡−𝑥 gives the naïve occupancy status of A. amphibius at time t-𝑥 which, when
𝑧𝑗,𝑡−𝑥 = 0 (i.e. the patch is not occupied), patch j doesn’t contribute to the overall
connectivity of patch i.
Water vole abundance: A covariate for the number of water voles (“wv.abund”) at a patch
was created using A. amphibius trapping data from the 2018 field season. Sutherland et al.
(2012) [36] states that population size is a better predictor of extinction probability than patch
size and so the number of voles trapped during the summer was used as a covariate for
population size. This was tested in models predicting extinction and occupancy probabilities
as smaller populations are at greater risk from extinction due to demographic stochasticity
(and therefore there is also reduced occupancy probability) [20, 27]. The number of water
voles trapped during summer was assumed to be representative of patch population size
throughout the whole year as only this “snapshot” data was available. Though this is
recognised to be unlikely (due to high patch turnover), this covariate could still explain
variation in occupancy and extinction probabilities and reflect an Allee effect, conspeciﬁc
attraction or conspeciﬁc avoidance [36].
Time-varying covariates
Weasel presence at the patch level: To investigate the temporal scale over which M. nivalis
best explained extinction probabilities of A. amphibius at the patch level, competing models
were run containing different binary (1/0) covariates for weasel presence at a patch. These
included weasel presence at time t-1(“weaseltminus1”), t-2 (“weaseltminus2”) and t-3
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(“weaseltminus3”), representing weasel presence 1-3 months previously. These covariates
were constructed using weasel detection histories and, depending on the rate at which weasels
successfully catch all voles at a patch, extinction probabilities were hypothesised to be best
explained by weasel detections at either 1 month, 2 months or 3 months previously.
Weasel presence at the neighbourhood level: To test the hypothesis that M. nivalis
predation is causing the spatially correlated extinctions in A. amphibius populations, a
covariate for weasel presence in the neighbourhood at time t-1. (i.e. 1 month previously) was
created. This covariate (“weas.nghbr.tminus1”) was also made using weasel detection
histories from camera traps. Only a covariate for t-1 was made because, as some cameras
were not set up until the second camera-trapping season, there were no weasel detection
histories further back than t-1 for these patches (and so potential weasel presence and effect
on neighbouring patches unknown). It was predicted that a greater number of M. nivalis
detections in surrounding habitat patches would cause increased extinction probabilities for A.
amphibius populations at each patch. Due to the efficient hunting strategies of M. nivalis [7]
and its large dispersal capabilities [39-42], this predator could be moving from one patch to
another, sequentially depleting its prey. Further, as M. nivalis predation reduces A. amphibius
population size in surrounding patches, there would be fewer potential colonisers and mates to
immigrate into a focal patch. Hence, due to the lack of a “rescue effect” , A. amphibius
populations would become smaller and more prone to extinction, possibly leading to the
observed small-scale spatially correlated extinctions. This pattern of extinction has also been
recorded in lowland water vole populations and has been attributed to predation by the
invasive N. vison. [20,29]. Telfer et al. (2001) states that local extinctions caused by N. vison
have fragmented A. amphibius populations, with lack of re-colonization leading to spatially
correlated extinctions and eventual regional extinction [20]. High predation pressure
combined with isolation and low rates of immigration produced this effect, and similar
processes could be at work in upland Scotland, where A. amphibius is predated on by M.
nivalis.
This weasel connectivity covariate was created using the scale of spatially correlated
extinctions documented by Sutherland et al. (2012) [36]. An area with a radius of 0.89km
was reported to experience these correlated extinctions, and therefore, the associated scaling
parameter (α) of 0.78 was used in Eq.4 [37] to calculate the weasel dispersal kernel (assuming
that the scale of extinction reflects weasel movements). A distance matrix (di, j) of all cameratrapped patches was again used in calculating the dispersal kernels for each pairwise set of
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patches and these were then summed for each patch. An additional term 𝑧𝑤,𝑗,𝑡−1 represents
the naïve occupancy status (i.e. not corrected for detectability) of M. nivalis in neighbouring
patch j at time t-1. This term ensures that if 𝑧𝑤,𝑗,𝑡−1 = 0 (i.e. weasel not detected), patch j
does not contribute to the overall connectivity score of patch i to patches with weasels (𝑆𝑤,𝑖,𝑡 ).

𝑆𝑤,𝑖,𝑡 = ∑𝑗≠𝑖 exp(−𝛼𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑗 )𝑧𝑤,𝑗,𝑡−1

(4)

If this covariate was found to explain variation in A. amphibius extinction probability, it
would confirm that weasel predation is causing the spatially correlated extinctions at a scale
of 0.89km, as observed by Sutherland et al. (2012) [36].
Season: A covariate for season was created (“seasonality.siteyr”) whereby the entire sampling
period was split into 4 seasons based on the biology of A. amphibius. These seasons were:
“breeding” (May-August), “post_breeding”(September-October), “winter” (NovemberFebruary) and “ pre_breeding”(March-April). The breeding season occurs during the summer
months and Giombini (2017) found that the start of the breeding season for Assynt water
voles ranged between the 6th of May and the 6th of August [62], informing this study’s
selection of the breeding period. During this time females hold territories and produce 1-3
litters each season. Following this, the season “post_breeding” describes a period of autumn
redistribution through juvenile dispersal, with juveniles of both sexes dispersing from their
natal patch at a few weeks old [29,63]. During the season “winter”, water voles are thought to
be more sedentary and spend a greater amount of time in their burrows [63]. Finally,
“pre_breeding” represents a time where surviving over-wintered adults relocate. These voles
secure a territory, find a mate and produce offspring of their own [21].
It was hypothesised that the months of “pre_breeding” and “post_breeding” would have high
probabilities of colonization due to the dispersal of adults and juveniles respectively. These
months could also have large extinction probabilities as dispersal is risky, with high A.
amphibius mortality [46]. Further, water voles take time to settle, remaining in a transient
phase of dispersal for many days before they find a suitable habitat patch with conspecifics
[21].The months of “winter” and “breeding” were predicted to have low probabilities of
colonization (as water voles remain at specific patches during these times) and, if extinction
probabilities were observed to be high, this could reflect mortality through M. nivalis
predation rather than dispersal.
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Observation covariates
Weasel observation: An additional weasel covariate (“weas.obs”) consisting of weasel
detection/non-detection (1/0) data at time t was constructed for models predicting vole
detection probability. It was hypothesised that, due to avoidance behaviour by A. amphibius, a
weasel detection at time t would decrease the detection probability of A. amphibius at time t.
Season: Season was predicted to affect the detectability of water voles and so a separate
season covariate (“seasonality.siteyrobs”) was specified so that a season could be assigned to
every sampling occasion. This enabled the effect of season to be examined whilst exploring
variation in detectability. During the spring and summer months, it was predicted that the
detectability of water voles would increase. This is because, following the breeding season,
there would be an increased abundance of voles available for detection [20]. Further, during
the breeding season, water voles are territorial and remain at a particular patch (X. Lambin,
pers.comm). This would make them more likely to appear in the camera-traps. In contrast, at
other times of the year, A. amphibius could be less detectable as water voles are either
dispersing or are less active during winter [63]. Poor weather conditions during the colder
months (i.e. flooding, snow) could also decrease the detectability of water voles.
Water vole abundance: Detectability of water voles was hypothesised to decrease when the
number of water voles decreased (due to fewer voles being available for detection). Therefore,
the covariate for water vole abundance at a patch (number of water voles trapped at a patch
during the summer) was also included in models predicting detectability.
Patch size: Increased patch size could increase detectability of water voles, if it is assumed
that patch area is proportional to A. amphibius population size [37]. Therefore, at larger
patches, there would be more water voles available for detection. Contrastingly, increased
patch size could decrease the detectability of A. amphibius as there is a larger suitable area
available. This may mean that water voles spend less time at any one particular area within a
habitat patch and are therefore less detectable by the cameras.

Model Construction and Selection
Models were constructed separately for different parameters in order to find the optimal
model for each parameter. Firstly, models predicting detection probability were compared as
suggested by Porton et al. (2019). By initially focusing on factors influencing detection, a
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more accurate evaluation of covariates affecting other parameters can be carried out. This is
because they are not confounded by variable detection [64]. Factors found to be influencing
detection can then be included in subsequent models investigating the influences on
colonization, extinction and occupancy. These models were run following detectability
models .
The top models for each parameter were selected by comparing the AIC values of models
containing different combinations of covariates for each parameter. While the optimal model
for one parameter was being established, all other parameters were held at their “maximum”
(i.e. containing all covariates hypothesized to influence that parameter), with the exception of
detection which was held at its “best” model. Covariates found to be collinear/highly
correlated (r>0.7) were not included in the same model and, for all parameters, models with
the lowest AIC value were selected (i.e. the most simplistic models which best fit the
observed data). The top models for each parameter were then combined to give the final full
model that best explained variation in all parameters. These models could also be used to
predict trends, based on the estimated parameter values.

Results
From the total of 130,423 images that were analysed across both camera trap seasons
(retrieved from the 27 operational cameras), 4, 288 (3.29%) contained captures of water voles
and 490 (0.38%) contained captures of weasels. Water voles were recorded at 27 patches,
whereas weasels were detected at 19 patches; and this occurred across an average of 481
active camera trap days (range: 191-729). During the second camera-trapping season, the
number of recorded naïve turnovers of water voles at each patch ranged between 0-7, with the
total number being 41 across all the patches. From these, 19 were naïve colonisations and 22
were naïve extinctions. The number of persistence events at each patch (whereby water voles
were detected again at a patch the following month) ranged between 1-10 and, across all
patches, the total number of these was 35. Ten sites had no A. amphibius detections during the
second camera-trapping season. Table 1 provides a descriptive summary of the continuous
predictors that were included in the models and this gives a notion of variability in the data.
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Table 1: Descriptive summary of continuous predictors used in modelling. The mean and range of
covariates are given and these values are based on data collected during the 2018 field season.

Covariate
Patch size (m)
Water vole abundance
Patch Connectivity

Mean

Range

525

91 - 1716

3

0-26

0.85

0.02- 1.74

The variation in all parameter probabilities was best explained by simplistic models,
containing few covariates (see model selection tables 2,4,7). Consequently, the predictions of
several high-ranking models (each containing different covariates) were explored; ensuring
that the effects of all influential covariates were evaluated (i.e. not just those in the “top
ranked” models). All models that were investigated further, and that were used to make
parameter predictions, were contained within a subset of top models. For colonization and
extinction, this included 20 models (out of a total 511 evaluated models) within an AIC
difference of 4 from the most parsimonious model (Table 4). For models focusing on
occupancy probability, this involved all models (Table 7), as only a small number of covariate
combinations were used to investigate this parameter (i.e. patch size only, water vole
abundance only and patch size + water vole abundance). For detectability models, this
included the top 8 out of 16 evaluated models and these were within an AIC difference of 100
from the most parsimonious model (Table 2). The back-transformed parameter estimates from
the most insightful top models are given in tables 3, 5, 6 and 8.
Detection
The probability of detecting A. amphibius with camera traps was not strongly influenced by
the covariates of patch size, water vole abundance, season or weasel observations at time t;
with the null model being identified as the top model (Table 2). The difference in AIC
between this model and the next best model was >2 suggesting that the null model
significantly outperformed all other models when explaining detection probability. Thus,
weekly estimates of A.amphibius detection (0.39±0.53) were broadly constant across both
time and space and, assuming that there was no unmodelled heterogeneity in detection
probability (i.e. no influential covariates left unaccounted for), more certain inferences about
covariate effects on other parameters could be made. However, the confidence intervals for
the detection probability estimate were still large.
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Table 3 gives predictions of the top detection model and, given the weekly A.amphibius
detection estimate, the probability that water voles went undetected at a patch each month was
0.14 ((1 − 𝑝)4 ).
Table 2: Model selection table for the best model predicting probability of detection. Models are listed in
order of selection and their associated covariates testing detectability are shown. The column K indicates the
number of model parameters and the difference in AIC between each model and the top model is given.

Model

Covariates

K

Δ AIC

1

~1

20

0.00

2

wv.abund

21

9.36

3

size

21

17.53

4

weas.obs

21

21.25

5

weas.obs + wv.abund

22

40.25

6

size + wv.abund

22

40.36

7

size + weas.obs

22

53.86

8

seasonality.siteyrobs

23

81.34

Table 3: Coefficients table of the best model predicting detection
probability (model 1, Table 2). The detection probability estimate is
given for the null model along with the associated standard error.
Coefficient

~1

Estimate

Std. Error

0.39

0.53

Extinction
The covariates for patch size and water vole abundance during summer 2018 explained some
of the variation in A. amphibius extinction probability (back-transformed estimates being
0.37± 0.58, 0.48±0.51 , respectively). Both variables were selected in models with a
difference in AIC <2 from the top null model, highlighting that these models did not differ in
their parsimony (Table 4). Patch size and summer water vole abundance could therefore be
considered important for A. amphibius extinction probability (although confidence intervals
of estimates were wide), with increases in both (over the range of covariate values) causing a
five or threefold reduction in extinction probability respectively (Figure 11). Predictions were
made using models 2 and 3 (Table 4), however these effect sizes were similar across all
extinction models containing these covariates within the top set of models.
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Figure 11: Predicted probabilities of A. amphibius extinction varying with increasing patch size
(A) and number of water voles caught during the 2018 field season (B). Predictions come from
two models which were some of the most parsimonious models selected for extinction
probability. The shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals of the predicted probabilities.

According to predictions produced from model 6 (Table 4), weasel presence in the
neighbourhood (circa 0.89km) one month previously influenced A. amphibius extinction
probability. Parameter estimates suggested a relatively large influence of M. nivalis presence
at the neighbourhood level on population extinctions (0.78±0.81), however, the estimate of
the slope is imprecise, and the confidence intervals are large. An increase in the probability
that a weasel was present in a nearby patch (within 0.89km) doubled the probability of local
extinction at a focal patch, over the full range of weasel presence probabilities (Figure 12).
This positive relationship was also observed in other extinction models containing this
covariate within the top set of models.

Figure 12: Predicted probabilities of A. amphibius extinction varying with increasing probability
of weasel presence at the neighbourhood level. Predictions come from a model which, although
was not one of the most parsimonious models, was present in the list of top models for extinction
probability. The shaded area shows the 95% confidence intervals of the predicted probability. 22

In contrast, variation in the probability of weasel presence at the local patch level did not
account for any considerable difference in probability of A. amphibius population extinction.
Estimates remained nearly constant across the range of weasel presence probabilities (Figure
13), and this was the case for all temporal scales considered (weasel presence 1-3 months
previously). Extinction probabilities also did not differ much between these weasel covariates
(Figure 13) and models containing these covariates had a difference of AIC <2 between them.
Therefore, none of these models were more effective at explaining variation in A. amphibius
extinction probability than the others. Predictions in Figure 13 are based on models 10, 11 and
12 (Table 4) and the extinction probability estimates from these models are given in Table 6.

Figure 13: Predicted probabilities of A. amphibius extinction varying with increasing probability of
weasel presence at a patch. Extinction probabilities are shown for weasel presence one month
previously (A), two months previously (B) and three months previously (C). Predictions come from
three models which, although were not the most parsimonious models, were present in the list of top
models for extinction probability. The shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals of the
predicted probabilities.
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Table 4: Model selection table for colonization-extinction models . Models are listed in order of
selection and their associated covariates testing colonization (γ) and extinction (ε) probabilities are
shown. The column K indicates the number of model parameters and the difference in AIC between
each model and the top model is given.

Model

Covariates (γ)

Covariates (ε)

K

Δ AIC

1

size

~1

5

0.00

2

size

size

6

0.23

3

size

wv.abund

6

0.76

4

~1

size

5

1.33

5

size

size + wv.abund

7

1.44

6

size

weas.nghbr.tminus1

6

2.37

7

size

weas.nghbr.tminus1 + wv.abund

7

2.40

8

~1

6

2.46

~1

6

2 .70

9

size + wv.abund

size + wv.conx.all

10

size

weaseltminus3

6

2.81

11

size

weaseltminus2

6

2.95

12

size

weaseltminus1

6

3.09

13

size

size+weaseltminus2

7

3.15

size

7

3.21

14

size+ wv.conx.all

15

size

weaseltminus3+ wv.abund

7

3.30

16

size

seasonality.siteyr

8

3.35

17

~1

~1

4

3.36

18

size

size+ weas.nghbr.tminus1

7

3.37

19

size

size+ weaseltminus1

7

3.62

20

size

size+ weaseltminus3

7

3.66

Table 5: Coefficients table of the best model predicting colonization
probability (model 1, Table 4). The colonization probability estimate is
given along with the associated standard error.
Coefficient

Size

Estimate

Std. Error

0.69

0.57
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Table 6: Coefficients table for the top 3 models predicting extinction probability, the most
parsimonious models containing each weasel covariate (weas.nghbr.tminus1, weaseltminus1,
weaseltminus2, weaseltminus3) and the only top extinction model containing the season
(seasonality.siteyr) covariate (the different levels of this covariate are given in italics). The
estimates for extinction probability are given, along with the associated standard errors.
Model

Coefficient

Estimate

Std. Error

1

~1

0.32

0.58

2

size

0.37

0.58

3

wv.abund

0.48

0.51

6

weas.nghbr.tminus1

0.78

0.81

10

weaseltminus3

0.37

0.72

11

weaseltminus2

0.59

0.70

12

weaseltminus1

0.45

0.70
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seasonality.siteyr
breeding

0.23

0.67

pre_breeding

0.27

0.73

0.19

0.72

0.70

0.73

winter
post_breeding

Finally, extinction probability of A. amphibius varied by season (Figure 14). The periods of
“breeding”, “pre_breeding” and “winter” did not have high associated extinction probabilities,
though the season of “post_breeding” had a considerably larger estimate (Table 6). The error
bars of these estimates overlap (indicating a non-significant difference in extinction
probability), however “post_breeding” still had an extinction probability estimate over twice
as large as the other seasons. These predictions were based on model 16 (Table 4).

Figure 14: Predicted probabilities of A. amphibius extinction for each pre-defined season. Predictions
come from a model which, although was not one of the most parsimonious models, was present in the
list of top models for extinction probability. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the 25
predicted probabilies.

Colonization
The most important variable explaining variation in A. amphibius colonization probability
was patch size. This covariate was selected in the majority of top models predicting this
parameter, including the most parsimonious models. Model 1 (Table 4) describes the extent to
which patch size causes variation in colonization probability (Table 5) and Figure 15 indicates
the underlying positive relationship (with over a tenfold increase in colonization probability
as patch size increases). The confidence intervals of predictions were large; however, the
strength of this effect was consistent across all top colonization models containing patch size
as a predictor variable. A similar positive influence on colonization was also caused by
increasing patch connectivity (Figure 15). The lower ranking model 9 (Table 4) indicates that
this covariate explained comparatively less of the variation in colonization probability
(estimate: 0.55±0.58) and the confidence intervals were again large. Colonization probability
could not be effectively predicted by the covariate season as this factor was not selected in
any of the top models explaining variation in this parameter.

Figure 15: Predicted probabilities of A. amphibius colonization varying with increasing patch size (A) and
connectivity (B). Predictions based on patch size came from the top model and predictions based on patch
connectivity came from a model which, although not one of the most parsimonious models, was still present
in the list of top models for colonization probability. The shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals of
the predicted probabilities.

Initial Occupancy
The probability of initial occupancy was best explained by the null model for occupancy.
However, when exploring predictions made from model 2 (Table 7), the estimate showed
patch size had a strong effect on occupancy (0.94±0.78). With a 500m increase in patch size,
the estimate for probability of occupancy doubled (Figure 16), though the confidence
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intervals were wide. The effect of summer water vole abundance on initial occupancy
probability was also investigated in model 3 (Table 7), however this model was not as
parsimonious. The estimate produced was not as large (model 3, Table 8), and the 95%
confidence intervals of the predictions were even wider (Figure 16). Therefore, summer water
vole abundance was not taken to be as important when considering initial occupancy
probability. Model 4 (Table 7) produced similar estimates to models 2 and 3, based on the
effects of patch size and vole abundance respectively.

Figure 16: Predicted probabilities of A. amphibius occupancy varying with increasing patch size (A) and
number of water voles trapped during the 2018 field season (B). Predictions came from the two models
which, although were not the top models, still explained some of the variation in A. amphibius occupancy
probability. The shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals of the predicted probabilities.
Table 7: Model selection table for the best model predicting probability of initial occupancy. Models are
listed in order of selection and their associated covariates testing occupancy are shown. The column K indicates
the number of model parameters and the difference in AIC between each model and the top model is given.

Model

Covariates

K

1
2
3
4

~1
size
wv.abund
size+wv.abund

18
19
19
20

Δ AIC
0.00
9.95
13.40
33.52

Table 8: Coefficients table for top models describing probability of initial
occupancy. The occupancy probability estimates from each model are given
along with the associated standard errors.

Model

Coefficient

Estimate

Std. Error

1

~1

0.29

0.65

2

size

0.94

0.78

0.54

0.53

3

wv.abund
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Discussion
Multi-season occupancy models were used to investigate the role of M. nivalis predation in
causing the small-scale spatially correlated extinctions in an upland Scottish A. amphibius
metapopulation. These models explored if detections of M. nivalis could effectively predict
extinction probabilities of A. amphibius populations over differing temporal and spatial
scales. It was hypothesised that increased local extinction probabilities of A. amphibius would
be related to a greater number of camera trap detections of M. nivalis at both the local patch
level and the wider neighbourhood level (including weasel detections at other habitat patches
within 0.89km). Extinctions would therefore be spatially correlated over an area of 0.89km
once M. nivalis was detected; highlighting that the scale of spatially correlated extinctions
observed by Sutherland et al. (2012) [36] was a result of weasel predation. Further, it was
hypothesised that A. amphibius population extinction probabilities would be best explained by
weasel detections at a patch either 1 month, 2 months or 3 months previously; depending on
the hunting efficiency of M. nivalis.
The results of the present study gave a slight indication that weasel presence one month
previously in the neighbourhood of a patch (circa 0.89km) could increase local water vole
extinction probabilities. However, this evidence was limited and there was even less support
for an extinction effect caused by weasel presence at the local patch level. As this was the
case across all temporal scales of M. nivalis occurrence that were investigated (i.e. 1-3 months
previously), it was not possible to determine which of these covariates best predicted local
A .amphibius extinction probabilities. Therefore, this study could not address the question of
how quickly predation by M. nivalis leads to A .amphibius population extinctions at a patch.
These conclusions were drawn from extinction probability estimates with large confidence
intervals, model predicted trends and from the order of model ranking (with weasel covariates
not being selected in the most parsimonious models). Therefore, this study provided little
support for the hypothesis that weasel predation is responsible for producing patterns of
A. amphibius population extinction in upland Scotland. Camera trap images did highlight that
weasels predate on water vole individuals, however, based on the data available, it could not
be concluded that this drives the spatially correlated extinctions in A. amphibius populations.
Additionally, investigations into the effects of other covariates (patch size, population size,
patch connectivity and season) on model parameters were carried out. This was due to the
hypothesis that, any effect of weasel presence on A. amphibius extinction probability (though
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not overly apparent in this study) would be additional to the known effects of decreased patch
size, smaller population size and decreased patch connectivity; which increase extinction
probabilities (or decrease colonization probabilities) of A. amphibius populations. A covariate
for season was also included in the analysis as the continuous year-round camera trap data
offered an opportunity to explore the influence of seasonal variability on parameter values
(which is not possible using field techniques restricted to the summer months e.g. A.
amphibius surveys/live trapping). Investigations into these covariate effects also did not yield
overly clear-cut results, except where covariates were not selected in the top models (and thus
hypotheses relating to their impact were rejected). Nevertheless, in line with expectation,
patch size did appear important for probabilities of initial occupancy, colonization and
extinction; though, the confidence intervals of effect sizes were large. Wide confidence
intervals were observed for all probability estimates (predicted by all covariates) and, even
though there appeared to be some trends resulting from model predictions, this meant that few
concrete conclusions could be drawn about covariate effects.
The lack of strong covariate effects in the present study is likely due to small sample size/few
camera trapped sites and missing data from sites where cameras became inoperable. Prior
consideration of factors affecting A. amphibius detectability, and their inclusion in occupancy
modelling, meant that covariate influences on other parameter estimates were unlikely to be
masked by variable detection (unless other influential covariates were left unmodelled).
Factors influencing detection probability should always be included in occupancy studies as
failure to do so will result in biased estimates of parameter values, leading to incorrect
conclusions about population turnover and the occupancy status of a focal species [51]. Water
vole detection probability was found to be broadly constant (i.e. not influenced by any of the
tested covariates) and thus it was assumed that any observed covariate effects were true
effects; not resulting from variable detection. This study therefore had an improved likelihood
of detecting an influential effect of weasel predation if it was occurring; though, it was also
likely limited by the small number of camera traps at both the local and landscape level and
data loss from intermittent camera functioning (mainly due to flooding). Reduced detections
of both A. amphibius and M. nivalis would have decreased this study’s ability to detect
influential covariate effects on water vole occupancy and persistence; however, some weak
trends were observed, and these are discussed.
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Camera traps yield high and constant detectability of water voles
Results of the present study found A. amphibius to have a reasonably high detection
probability when camera traps were placed at discrete habitat patches, previously surveyed for
signs of water voles (i.e. the probability that water voles went undetected at a patch each
month was 0.14). This agrees with results from a recent report in the same study system,
which compared detection probability of A. amphibius across different sampling methods
(latrine surveys, camera-trapping, water and sediment-based eDNA samples) [65]. Water
vole detection probability was found to be relatively high across most survey techniques
(except for sediment-based eDNA samples), with the estimate for camera-trapping being 0.5
(0.35-0.65). This range included this study’s prediction of 0.39 (0.36- 0.42) and so increased
confidence that these estimates reflect the true detectability of A. amphibius. Further, other
studies have compared the effectiveness of camera traps with live-trapping for detecting small
mammal species. De Bondi et al (2010) found that camera-trapping compared favourably to
trapping techniques, detecting similar small mammal species across sites. Camera traps were
also able to detect rare and elusive small mammals [66], and thus, it can be concluded this
sampling method is well suited to studying the sparsely populated water vole. However, to
increase the number of captures of A. amphibius (and the likelihood of observing influential
covariate effects on water vole occupancy and persistence), more than one camera trap should
be set up at each site. In the present study, detections/non-detections at the camera trap level
where assumed to represent species presence/absence at the patch level. Given that the camera
traps only observed an area of 1-2 m² out of an entire habitat patch (within which water voles
will remain in a small area for days at a time [63]), this is unlikely to be the case. The ceasing
of A. amphibius detections in front of a camera trap cannot be confidently treated as an
extinction event; thus, more camera traps should be set up at each patch to increase the spatial
coverage.
Low detectability of weasels
In contrast, detectability of M. nivalis in the present study was not so reliable. The probability
of detecting this small mustelid was low across all considered time periods, with the highest
estimate being 0.26±0.05 at the selected occasion length of 7 days. Though this may reflect
the fact that cameras were set up to detect water voles (thus potentially lowering detection
probability of other species [65, 67]), many other studies have also found weasels notoriously
difficult to detect [3,7]. A recent pilot study by the Mammal Society, examining detectability
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of weasels in modified camera traps (“Mostelas”), found a high number of trap nights were
required for a very low number of weasel detections [68], and only 0.4% of all video clips
contained footage of M. nivalis (similar to this study’s 0.38% of images containing M.
nivalis). Weasels are known to be wide ranging [39-42] and, even when populations are at
their highest densities, M. nivalis can never truly be described as abundant [7, 40]. These
factors, along with many others influencing species detectability in camera traps (including
those relating to camera placement, set-up and photographic range) [53, 67], are the likely
causes of such low occurrences of M. nivalis in camera trap images. Therefore, due to this
low detectability of weasels, results of the present study likely underestimate the true extent
of weasel impact on A. amphibius.
A potential extinction effect of weasel presence at the neighbourhood level
Extinction estimates from occupancy models gave the slight indication that weasel presence
in the neighbourhood of a patch one month previously could be causing increased extinction
probabilities of water vole populations. Importantly, this could provide some evidence that
predation by M. nivalis is leading to the small-scale spatially correlated extinctions in upland
Scottish A .amphibius populations. Due to data sparseness, the weasel connectivity covariate
was created using the observed scale of correlated extinctions (0.89km) [36]; and the weasel
dispersal kernel was calculated using the associated scaling parameter (0.78). Therefore, any
variation in A .amphibius extinction probability relating to this covariate would indicate the
likely causal role of weasel predation in generating these patterns of local extinction. Fairly
large estimates for extinction probability (0.78±0.81) were produced from models containing
the “weas.nghbr.tminus1” covariate and therefore (although confidence intervals were large),
this provides noteworthy evidence that weasel predation at the neighbourhood level could be
contributing to the spatially correlated extinctions in upland A .amphibius metapopulations.
Spatially correlated extinctions have also been documented to occur in lowland Scottish water
vole populations; a consequence of predation by the invasive N. vison [20, 29]. The activities
of this small mustelid has resulted in fragmentation and isolation of water vole populations;
leading to these spatially correlated extinctions [20]. It could be the case that similar
processes are at work in upland Scotland; where predation by M. nivalis instead causes these
patterns of extinction. Weasels have large dispersal capabilities [39-42] and the observed
extent of their home range size (up to 67 ha; averaging at 26 ha [8]) suggests that they could
easily access different sub-populations of A. amphibius within 0.89km. If M. nivalis predation
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reduces A. amphibius population size in neighbouring habitat patches, then the lack of a
“rescue effect” (documented to be important for water vole population persistence [19,36])
would lead to increased risk of local population extinction (due to fewer potential colonisers).
Thus, local extinction events would be spatially correlated over the scale of weasel dispersal,
as smaller, less demographically connected populations are more prone to extinction [19, 20,
27, 34]. Results of the present study (though lacking in statistical significance) could suggest
that such events occur at a patch when M. nivalis is present in surrounding habitat patches in
upland Scotland.
No support for an extinction effect of weasel presence at the patch level
In comparison, there was much less support for the hypothesis that M. nivalis presence at the
local patch level causes increased extinction probabilities of A .amphibius. This was the case
across all investigated temporal scales of M. nivalis occurrence; meaning it was not possible
to determine how quickly weasel predation at a patch leads to local A .amphibius population
extinctions (though M. nivalis detections 1 month previously may be important at the
neighbourhood level). This finding is likely due to the small number of deployed camera traps
and the low detectability of M. nivalis, as weasels are known to return to the same areas to
deplete all potential prey [7]. However, it could be the case that M. nivalis presence at the
neighbourhood level is more important in determining A. amphibius extinction probabilities
than M. nivalis presence at the patch level.
Insights into predator-prey interactions and the effects of predation by small specialist
mustelids
The finding that M. nivalis presence at the neighbourhood level better predicts A. amphibius
extinction probabilities than M. nivalis presence at the local level may suggest that weasels in
upland Scotland perceive separate A. amphibius populations as continuous; their high
mobility allowing them to move to different habitat patches over the wider landscape scale.
This would differ from weasels in Northern Europe (where specialist mustelid predators
deplete prey populations to extinction over small spatial scales [3-4]), though would agree
with studies elsewhere in Europe [15] and in the UK [8]. Here, M. nivalis has been observed
to predate on asynchronous populations of voles over larger spatial scales and, if such
predator-prey dynamics are indeed occurring in upland Scotland, then this could have a
stabilising effect on A. amphibius populations. Local water vole populations would not be
driven down to extinction by M. nivalis predation as, when populations at a patch decline,
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weasels can move to other habitat patches where larger A. amphibius populations exist.
Further, as the scale of A. amphibius dispersal and colonization is greater than that of the
spatially correlated extinctions [36], smaller populations resulting from M. nivalis predation
could recover through a “rescue effect” . Therefore, the metapopulation structure and
functioning of A. amphibius populations could be acting to further stabilise the predator-prey
dynamics. Additionally, top-down predation pressure exerted on M. nivalis through intraguild
predation (from avian and larger mammalian predators observed to occur in the system) could
also be having a stabilising effect. The scope of this study is limited, and more extensive work
is required; however, if such predator-prey dynamics are occurring in upland Scotland, then it
would contradict the SPH. Water vole population dynamics would not be driven through
predation by small specialist mustelids, but rather the proximity to other populous
A. amphibius habitat patches and the possibility of a rescue effect would be important.
Some support for well-known covariate effects
Though confidence intervals of all estimated parameter values in the present study were
large, trends produced from model predictions show that several well-known effects (that are
thoroughly documented within the literature) were observed despite this study’s small sample
size. These relate to the covariates of patch size, water vole abundance and patch connectivity.
Increases in water vole abundance and greater patch size (which can be used as a proxy for
A. amphibius population size) are known to decrease the probability of population extinction
(and hence increase the probability of patch occupancy) [36-37]. This is due to the fact that
larger A. amphibius populations are less prone to demographic stochasticity [20, 27]. Such
relationships were observed from model predictions in this study and variation in patch size
appeared to be most effective in explaining probabilities of extinction and initial occupancy.
However, as this covariate is only a proxy for population size and it is expected that direct
measurements of water vole abundance are better predictors of extinction risk (as they relate
directly to demographic processes) [36, 47, 69]; the finding that water vole abundance
accounted for comparatively less variation in these parameters than patch size requires an
explanation. The reduced explanatory power of this covariate is likely due to the fact this
study only used “snapshot” A. amphibius abundance data from one point in the year (i.e. from
summer trapping). As a consequence, the ability to detect changes in extinction probability
relating to changes in water vole abundance (which undoubtably regularly occurs due to high
patch turnover) would have been limited. However, a decrease in A. amphibius extinction
probability (and an increase in initial occupancy probability) was still observed with
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increasing summer water vole abundance, and therefore (despite large confidence intervals)
this covariate still accounted for some variation in these parameters.
Additionally, increased patch size appeared to cause an increase in colonization probability. If
patch size is assumed to reflect population size, then this could indicate that larger/more
populous patches attract more colonizers through conspecific attraction (as demonstrated by
Fisher et al. (2009) [21]). Further, increased patch connectivity was observed to increase
probability of colonization. A greater proximity to other habitat patches with large
populations of voles is known to increase the likelihood that a focal patch will be colonized
by outgoing dispersers [36]. Therefore, this study identified yet more covariate effects that
have been previously documented in the literature.
As well-known covariate effects were detected in the present study (even if only weakly), this
gives increased confidence in the findings relating to weasel impact. Results showed that
there could be a greater extinction probability for water vole populations when M. nivalis is
detected at the neighbourhood level; though these findings were uncertain due to lack of
statistical significance. However, as large confidence intervals were also observed for wellknown covariate effects, it may be the case that this study did indeed detect a true effect of
weasel impact on A. amphibius extinction probabilities.
The benefits of using camera traps for the studying rare and elusive species
The use of camera traps to monitor wildlife populations has increased rapidly within recent
years [53, 70], with this method being particularly beneficial for observing rare or elusive
species [71]. Camera-trapping holds many advantages over other wildlife surveying
techniques including the fact that it is non-invasive (minimising stress to the target species),
reduces human disturbance (which might influence animal behaviour) and is cost effective;
collecting much data for the minimal labour that is required [72]. Camera traps also have the
added advantage of being able to record multiple species [67]; collecting year-round
continuous data on their occurrence [56]. Such features of camera-trapping benefitted the
present study as it enabled the effects of seasonal variability on water vole detection and
extinction probability to be tested (which is not possible using field survey techniques
restricted to the summer months).
Results found that the months following the water vole breeding season (“post_breeding”)
had much greater estimates of A. amphibius extinction probability (0.7±0.73) than other times
of year (ranging between 0.19-0.27). These greater extinction probability estimates (though
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confidence intervals of seasons overlapped) are likely due to juvenile dispersal which has
high associated mortality risks [46]. The dispersal of young water voles over land in search of
suitable habitat patches and conspecifics increases their exposure to predators, extremes of
weather and exhaustion [21]. Further, as juvenile water voles are known to disperse follow a
“stepping-stone like” trajectory and take time to settle, this further prolongs the period of
increased risk [21]. However, such results should be interpreted with caution, as this pattern
of dispersal (whereby juvenile water voles don’t necessarily remain at a patch) could mean
that dispersal is wrongly interpreted as an extinction event (producing larger estimates of
extinction). This effect could be further exaggerated due to the larger number of voles’
present following the breeding season (compared to other times of year).
The use of camera traps further benefitted the present study as, compared to other monitoring
techniques, they produced reasonably high detection probabilities for weasels (0.26±0.05
over 7 days). Weasels are notoriously difficult to observe and their small size and secretive
nature (along with low population density) means that most studies on this species rely on
indirect measures of abundance such as routine trapping or snow tracking (i.e. using number
of tracks left in the snow) [7]. However, live trapping of M. nivalis often has very low success
rates [7, 40] and snow tracking can confuse activity levels with abundance [3].Therefore,
camera traps (if deployed in sufficient numbers) could provide a more promising and less
labour-intensive method of studying this elusive small mustelid.
Limitations
As well as the issues previously described (concerning the lack of multiple camera traps at
each site), other limitations of the present study relate to the overall study size. As well as
only 1 camera trap being located at each patch within the Allt Sgiathaig region, only 30
patches (out of the total 116) contained camera traps across the entire study area. Though a
result of logistical and financial constraints, this small sample size meant there was a reduced
chance of detecting significant covariate effects on parameter values if they were occurring
(due to reduced detections of both weasels and water voles). This problem was intensified
when deployed cameras became non-operational for long periods (through flooding or knockdown from deer).
Another limitation of this study was the use of naïve weasel occupancy to describe patterns of
M. nivalis occurrence during modelling. By not accounting for detection probability of
weasels, the occurrence of this small mustelid would likely have been underestimated.
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Therefore, multi-species occupancy models could instead be used as occupancy probabilities
(corrected for imperfect detection), not naïve occupancy, are used to estimate the interspecific
species interactions [73].
Suggestions for Future Work
To increase detection of M. nivalis and the likelihood of observing the probable impacts of
weasel predation on A. amphibius extinction probability, more camera traps should be placed
at each habitat patch. Further, cameras should be deployed over more sites within the study
area; increasing sample size and enabling patterns of predation to be observed over larger
spatial scales. This would also allow weasel impact on A. amphibius populations to be studied
over finer temporal scales (due to the increased detection probability of M. nivalis); providing
more detailed insights into the predator-prey interactions and enabling the rate at which
weasels deplete local A. amphibius populations to be more effectively studied.
Multiple detection methods could also be used to compliment camera-trapping; increasing
species detectability through estimation of species occurrence over larger areas [58, 74].
Advances in species detection work using eDNA shows much promise [65] and could
increase the ability to detect elusive species in sparsely populated areas.
Conclusions
This study provides a slight indication that M. nivalis may be contributing to the small-scale
spatially correlated extinctions in upland Scottish A. amphibius metapopulations by predating
on different water vole populations over the landscape level. This would agree with studies
elsewhere in the UK, where weasels have been observed to predate on asynchronous
populations of voles over large spatial scales [8]. If findings of the present study are accurate,
then this could also contradict the SPH in upland Scotland. The ability of M. nivalis to access
different water vole populations over the landscape scale (a factor that may also be leading to
the spatially correlated extinctions) could prevent local A. amphibius populations from being
driven down to extinction through predation. However, to confirm these hypothesis, more
extensive work (involving more camera traps and multiple detection techniques) is required.
Given the current downward trends of A. amphibius populations in the UK, it is important to
have a full understanding of water vole metapopulation functioning and of the causes of these
spatially correlated extinctions. Further research should focus on the role small native
mustelids in causing such patterns, and this work, by creating greater knowledge of water vole
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metapopulation functioning, will assist in informing conservation management decisions
relating to the preservation of A. amphibius in the UK.
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